Using gene expression profiling to predict response and prognosis in gastrointestinal cancers-the promise and the perils.
Cancer treatment is now moving toward a personalized approach, promising improved rates of response and survival. A number of studies have employed the use of microarrays to investigate the predictive potential of expression profiling in gastrointestinal (GI) cancer patients. However while many robust predictive classifiers relating to response and prognosis have been generated for GI cancer patients, these have yet to make the transition to the clinic. The main obstacle is the limited cross validation between predictive gene lists identified for the same tumor type and outcome. Differences in the experimental design, analysis, and interpretation of results all contribute to this variation, with numerous factors influencing which genes are highlighted as predictive. While predictive genomics shows immense potential, it is still a relatively new field and the validation of predictive gene lists derived from microarray data remains a challenge. Future studies must carefully consider all aspects of experimental design to ensure a clinically applicable predictive test can be developed. With this in mind, more extensive and collaborative research must be undertaken before microarray-based platforms can be used routinely in tailoring GI cancer treatment and change clinical practice. Larger cohorts and consistency in methodology will enable the findings from this research to make the transition to the clinic.